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AAUP Prolposes BudgeIt Reforms
by CHRIS BALL
The Tufts chapter of the
American Association of University Professors is expected
to propose a resolution to the
faculty of Arts and Sciences
Monday recommending that
the administration and the
Board of Trustees make reforms in the university budgetary process, AAUP President Seymour Bellin said yesterday.
The recommendations are
based on those in the March
s0 14 report of the Committee
0
S on Budget and Priorities, aca. cording to Bellin. The committee, which is informally
L

AAUp President Sy Bellin at a faculty meeting last month.

Students I
by BILL LABOVITZ

In a continuing effort to
make the sociology course
“Drugs and Society” a permanent part of the curriculum, a group of students are
meeting Monday afternoon
with members of the Sociology Department to solicit
their support.
In addition, Tufts Community Union Senate Vice
President Alex Schwartz said
Wednesday he plans to make
a motion at Sunday’s Senate
meeting calling for the university to make a cornmitment to the class, citing Tufts
President Jean Mayer’s publicly expressed concern over
alcohol and drug abuse.
The group of five students
are focusing on getting a fulltime professor hired on a tenure-track basis to teach the
class, which examines how
social dynamics affect drug
use and the perception of
drug use.
The course is now being
taught by Sociology Professor
Jerri Husch, who had been
hired on a one-year basis to
fill a vacancy left by two tenured professors.
Husch stressed that only,
the students are engaged in
trying to establish a permanent position for “Drugs and
Society,” saying, “I am very
concerned that faculty and
administrators think I started
this up.
“I love to teach. I love
Tufts,” Husch said. “But I

-

for Drug Class

can’t promote what [the students] are doing just for my
job. That is not the way the
game.is played.”

Sociology Professor Jerri
Husch.
In the future the department will decide on a yearly
basis whether to offer the
course, provided that $4,000
is available in the budget for a
part-time lecuturer, said Sociology Department chair
Paul Joseph. The course will
be taught
next spring. The
-

department does not yet
know who will reach it.
According to Joseph, the
budget for fiscal 1989 alfocates one tenure-track position to the department, which
will be filed by a professor
specializing in race and ethnicity.
Noting that the university
is on a “zero growth” pattern, he said it is unlikely that
another permanent positon
would become available in the
future because “we are
already adding one [tenured
professor] and are now at the
bottom of the pile.”
Husch said yesterday that if
a position for teaching the
course were to become available, she would apply. “I
love teaching this course,”
she said, “It is a great way to
integrate sociology with a

see DRUGS, Page 5

know as the Peter-Paul
Committee, is a studentfaculty committee that advises the administration on
budgetary matters.
The Peter-Paul report reflected a concern within the
committee over the recurrent
need for fiscal austerity, and
proposed solutions to the
problems.
The introduction to the
AAUP’s proposed resolution
is highly critical of the administration’s actions in several
budget matters.
“The withholding of funds
from a variety of programs
and the warnings of imminent
deficits at a time when budget
surpluses were available as
we11 as the failure of the administration to consult with
the Budget and Priorities
Committee lo: the allotment
of the surplus funds suggests
either incompet.yia UI duplicity on the part of the administration,” according to
the proposed resolution.
The proposed resolution
asks that the Faculty of Arts
and Sciences express “its
dismay with the administration” over the Arts and

A

A lobbyist employed by
Tufts’ lobbying firm, Cassidy
and Associates, once tried to
sell arms to the Nicaraguan
contras, according to a March
28 article in the Washington
Post.
Richard M. Pena, who
worked for the House Foreign Affairs Committee from
1982-85 before coming to
Cassidy and Associates, ap-

parently pursued an independently deal to sell arms to the
contras whiie employed by
the firm after Cassidy and Associates turned down an offer
to lobby for the Nicaraguan
rebels, according to Roy
Meyers, spokesperson for the
Washington firm.
In a telephone interview
Wednesday, Meyers emphasized that Pena “never worked on anything” related to
Tufts or any .of Cassidy and

get. Central Administration
funds currently can be distributed throughout the university in an unspecified
manner.
A related recommendation
see BUDGET, Page 17

42 Run in Elections
by BILL LABOVITZ
Forty-two students today
begin a week of “grass-roots
campaigning” as they run for
seats on the Tufts Community Union Senate, TCU Judiciary and Committee on Student Life in elections next
Wednesday, an Elections
Board official said.
According to Jim Miller,
Senate appointee to ELBO,

Employe!eof Tufts’ Lobbyist
Triedto Sell Weapons to Contras

by JONATHAN LARSEN

Sciences budget and “its lack
of confidence in the overall
budgetary process.”
Former AAUP President
Professor Zella Luria said
that many faculty members
who were involved in making
budget cuts were angered
over last month’s announcement of a $1.5 million budget
surplus. She said that this
“maddening” experience was
reflected in the wording of
the introduction.
The budget surplus was
revealed after the Peter-Paul
report. Peter- Paul members
criticized the administration
for failing to notify Peterm Paul and for not consulting
the committee about how the
surplus should be spent.
One of the six recommendations requests that
Peter-Paul receive more detailed information about the

Associates’ college clients.
The Washington Post article
described how Pena’s proposal became public knowledge.
Richard R. Miller, of
World Affairs Counselors,
had approached Cassidy and
Associates “to hire the firm
to lobby for contra aid,” according to the Post.
After Cassidy and Associates turned down the proposee PENA, page 14

30 students are running for
the Senate, which is made up
of seven representatives from
each class and one commuter
representative spot.
In addition, four candidates
are running for six CSL spots
and one alternate position,
and eight candidates are running for seven TCUJ spots.
The following is the breakdown of Senate candidates:
six candidates from the
class of 1989;
nine candidates from the
class of 1990;
14 candidates from the
class of 1991;
one candiate for commuter representative.
At an election meeting last
night, candidates were warned that other than statements and advertisements in
the D a Q , no printed material
will be allowed to be distributed by, or on behalf of, any
candidate. This includes personals in the newspapers,
posters and messages on stu-

see ELECTION, page 5
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Responding to Labs
To the Editor:
I cannot resist from responding to Eric Labs’ latest
letter to the editor, this time
decrying the Senate’s hypocrisy. While Labs has charged
the Senate with displaying a
“lack of rudimentary logic,”
I would like to suggest that it
is not the Senate, but rather
Labs himself who suffers
from the lack of logic.
Many of Labs’s assertions
are so utterly preposterous
see RESPOND, page 14
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To the Editor:
We are writing to express
our resentment towards the
filler at the bottom of page 23
in the April 6 Daily. This
drawing, which we assume
was included in order to entice people to join the Daily
staff, depicts two sluggish, lazy-looking figures; one of
which
_.
-.is. simply sitting with
--his head droopily resting in
his hands while the other one
is inertly hanging from what
looks like the high-bar used
in men’s Gymnastics.
“Bored?” and “Just Hang-

ing Around?” are the captions that accompany these
inanimate sketches.
As avid fans of the sport of
gymnastics, we feel that this
ad unjustly portrays gymnasts
and other people who may
hang from bars as lazy, unmotivated people. Anyone
who follows the lives of Kurt
Thomas, Mitch Gaylord, and
Mary Lou Retton as closely
and zealously as we do would
know t h a t these h a r d working and well-disciplined
athletes do much more than

“hang around.” We were
hurt and offended by this callous and thoughtless attack at
our idols, and we feel the
Daily should pull this ad before it further damages the
reputations of gymnasts everywhere. In the future the
Dailyshould use better judgment in its choice of hdvertisements.
David Maguire A ’90
Adam Lesser A ’90
Gregg Spivack A ’90
P.S. In other words, fellow
Tuftonians, Chill Out!!

c

No Greater Disservice

Subscriptions

IO refuse

To the Editor:
~.._
I read with interest the arti- happy family. They fail to
cle on Gay, Lesbian and recognize that when an issue
Bisexual Pride Month in is seen as a moral one, as
Tuesday, April Sth’s issue of some view the expression of
the Daily. The stated purpose homosexuality, no amount of
of the month was “toward education will change peoeducating the heterosexual ple’s minds.
community about homosexOne thing I do need eduuality.” T h e homosexual cation on though, is their
community seems to feel that penchant for continually dethrough “education” we can claring their sexual prefsomehow come to an “under- erence to the Tufts communstanding” and be one big, see NEITHER, Page 14

Chill Out

..............................
..................................
.....................
..........................

Note: the editors reserve the right
icrtionahle taste.

Neither Logical Nor Natural

To the Editor:
This letter is addressed to:
Dr. Jean Mayer,
Dr. Robert Rotberg,
Dr. Paul Joseph, chair, Sociology Department,
members of the Board of
Trustees and
members of the Tufts Community.
I cannot imagine a greater
disservice to the Sociology
Department nor to the stu-

dents of Tufts University
than the failure to renew Dr.
Jerri Husch’s contract.
I am a Sociology major who
has been taught by every
member of the department
except for Rosemary Taylor
and Seymour Bellin.
(However, Dr. Bellin was my
freshman advisor). I can honestly say, without detracting
from my other professors,

that Husch is one of the most
stimulating, knowledgeable
and interested professors I
have had. Her accessibility
and her eagerness to talk with
her students are exemplary
qualities. Students value
these characteristics greatly
- perhaps more than administrators realize. Husch’s
professionalism and intelsee PROFESSOR, Page 14

Explaining Blue Jeans
To the Editor:
We’d like to address
anyone who had trouble with
Blue Jeans Day, despite John
Orcutt’s letter of explanation.
We’re interested in knowing
why you felt anxious on
Tuesday. Were you afraid
that everybody would think
you were gay? Why should
that be a fear? Why did students feel the need to proclaim their heterosexuality
publicly? One student
claimecj that he was misinterpreted for something he does
every day (wearing jeans). We
would argue that gay men and

lesbians are oppressed, every
day, for who they are which is something as normal
to them as wearing jeans.
The tactic of the posters,
put up early in the morning,
was to let people experience
something gay men and lesbians experience. TLGC forced the experience of oppression onto the Tufts community and therfore made many
people uncomfortable.
However, this experience is
forced on gay men and lesbians daily, in a much more
brutal way.

Perhaps what those who are
so angry about Blue Jeans
Day should be thinking about
is the amount of concern this
one day had generated, and
the homophobia this reflects.
Regardless of if you agree
with TLGC’s tactics, we hope
you can at least appreciate the
effort they have made in
working to overcome the
enormous problem of homophobia.
GailM. Schwartz
Josh Levine
Christina Love
Elamr Magnus

-

.

Concert Cornrnitteee Confirms
Stevie Ray Vaughan Appearance

Stevie Ray Vaughan and Double Trouble.

by CHRIS BALL
The Tufts Center Board
Concert Committee confirmed yesterday that blues
guitarist Stevie Ray Vaughan
and his band Double Trouble
will be headlining Spring
Fling April 30. .
The opening act will be announced “in the next couple
of weeks,” the Concert
Committee said in a prepared
statement.
There will be only one
opeiing act for reasons of limited time and simplicity,
committee member Kevin
Cwalina said. The opening
act depends on what band
Vaughan decides to bring
with him,he added.
The Concert Committee
also announced that the social
policy will be essentially the
same as the policy at last

Arts Center Application
Process Underway
by JmE BRoNSTEIN
Construction of the $7.4
million Aidekman Arts
Center may begin this summer, pending the approval of
the Somerville Planning
Board and Zoning Board of
Appeals later this spring, according to Vice President of
Operations David Moffatt.
“We’re just starting the
process of formal application
to the building department,”
Moffatt said.
“We went there informally
to see what the maior issues
would be regarding this
project,” he explained. “Af-

ter the application is filed,
there will be a series of hearings before the planning
board later this spring because we need a special permit to have a theater in that
zone. ’’
According to Moffatt, parking is expected to be the
major issue brought up by
Somerville officials. “University parking is a big concern
of the community,” Moffatt
said.
The proposed six-floor
parking garage required for
approval of the proposed
378-bed dormitory is a completely separate issue, Moffatt

IDC Presents Dorm
Government Awards
Last night, the Interdormitory Council held its First Annual
Dormitory Leadership Appreciation Dinner. Awards were given to the best staff of such groups as dorm governments, residential staffs, and IDC representatives.
The awards were as follows:
*Best Dormitory Secretary: Denise Drower; Tilton Hall
*Best Dormitory Treasurer: Karen Vitale; Miller Hall
*Best Dormitory Vice-president: Kara Bailey; Metcalf Hall
*Best Dormitory President: Julie Bierman; Hodgdon Hall
*Most Outstanding Dorm Government: Hodgdon Hall
*Best Resident Assistant: Arnold Kee; HaskeU Hall
*Best Resident Director: Ronnie Dudley; Metcalf Hall
*Outstanding IDC Representatives: Bernard In Den Bosch,
Robert Fernandez, Linda Keine, Mark A. Treitel
For their dormitory award, Hodgdon Hall had $100 deposited
into their dormitory accounts. Other winners received plaques
and Barnes and Noble gift certificates. Associate Dean of Students Bruce Reitman and Veronica Carter of the Dean of Students Office were present for the event. IDC President Mark Solomon and Dorm Treasury Controller Rob Kagler were the masters of ceremonies.
-compiled by Ben Klasky

year’s Fling.
Students of legal drinking
age will only be allowed to
bring either one six pack of
beer in cans or one h e r of
wine the first time they enter
the site. All other beverages
must be in sealed cans.
F r e e food and nonalcoholic beverages also will
be provided at the concert.
Underage drinking, public
drunkenness, and disorderly
conduct may result in expulsion from the concert, according to the statement. Security
will by provided by student
volunteers.
Student tickets and a limited number of guest tickets
will be available on April 20.
Admission for students is
free, while guest tickets will
be $5. Students will be limited to two guest tickets each
on a first come, first serve
basis.
Tickets will not be available
the day of the concert.

The concert will be held on
the President’s Lawn around
noon and is expected to last
until 4 p.m. In case of rain,
the concert will be held at the
Channel near South Station in
Boston. Admission to the
Channel will be on a first
come, first serve basis.
Vaughan, a Texas-born
guitarist, broke the charts
with his debut album, Texas
Flood, which sold nearly
500,000 copies. He has been
nominated for seven Grammy
Awards, and won one in 1985
for Best Blues Album.
Vaughan, who had played
on David Bowie’s Let’s Dance
album, toured with the
Moody Blues and the Police
before recording his second
album, CouZdn’t Stand the
W e a rh e r , w i t h D o u b l e
Trouble. He was named Entertainer of the Year and Best
Blues Guitarist at the Mem-

see FLING, page 14

Radical Roots Organizes

noted. Also, an increased
number of parking spaces for
the arts facility will probably
by TRACY ABEDON
be required, either within the
House are to be submitted for
proposed garage or on the
the first -issue. Individuals
Claiming W h e r e i~ “no
ground.
may also submit articles on 1s- human aspect” in the present
Aside from the parking issues and viewpoints.
campus media at Tufts,
sue, Moffatt said he is not exThe Radical Root, organmembers of the Radical Root,
pecting the Somerville Buildizers explained, represents
a self-described progressive
ing Department to have any
the left point of view, just as
student publication, held
other problems with the prothe Primary Source reflects a
their first organizational
posed center.
conservative viewpoint.
meeting Wednesday night.
“The architects are charThe first issue is expected
The publication is to be
ged with designing the buildto come out this semester.
“an open forum to express
ing, and the board checks
The number of issues publiideas,” according to organcompliance with building
shed in the future depends
izer Andrea Hildebran, a
codes,” he said. “As far as I
upon community interest, the
freshman. The group hopes
know, we comply.”
students said.
to unite the views of different
A groundbreaking cere“We need lots of people,”
Tufts organizations into one
mony was held last semester
organizer Eric Beck said at
central newspaper.
for the new center, which will
the meeting, held in CarmiArticles from various spebe located in the grassy area
chael Lounge.
cial interest groups and clasbehind Alumni Lounge.
The organizers said they
ses, including the Women’s
The arts center will consist
hope to have the first issue
Collective, Tufts Political Acof a new theater, two new galpublished by April 23, at
tion Coalition, the Asian
leries, a sculpture court and
which time there is a meeting
Center, the Tufts Lesbiansupport bases, including a
at Brandeis University of the
Gav Communitv. Peace and
green room and a concourse,
Moffatt said. “Our last estimate it that the complete
project will take 15 to 18
months to build,” he said.
According to Director of
Development Roger Broome,
$6.3 million in private donations has been raised so far for
the arts center, as part of the
five-year capital campaign,
“The New Campaign for
Tufts.”
Moffatt said that the arts
center does not threaten the
Arena Theater, noting that
“the [proposed] garage is
what might interfere with it.”
Rehearsal space and offices
Organizers of the Radical Root meet Wednesday night.
see ARTS, page14
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The Forum Series
Honoring the Bicentennial of the Constitution

WHAT DO YOU OWE TO THE
ANTI FEDERALISTS?
HOWABOUT THE BILL OF RIGHTS!
COME TO A VERY SPECIAL PRESENTATION OF

friday show is

CANCELLED
Sorry for.any inconvenience

A Play about the Constitution by Robert Blecker, A 69.

MONDAY, APRIL 11,7:30, GODDARD CHAPEL
PRESENTED B Y THE OFFICE OF THE
ACADEMIC VICE PRESIDENT
CO-SPONSORED BY THE EXPERIMENTALCOLLEGE AND
THE UNIVERSITY CHAPLAINCY
1

Fridav. ADril8.1988

Police Log
Th followiqj informrtion b r r k m pnwidcd by Tufts pdice:
March 31
Tufts Police and Medford fvefighters responded to a brushfire that broke out around the Little League baseball field at
Alumni Field. Shrubs and weeds were burned, but there was no
damage to the baseball field or nearby structures.
At 11 p.m. a Lewis Hall resident visiting Theta Chi reported
that a blue 1985 Dodge Charger pulled up to the house and a
male passenger got out, yelling something, and threw a brick at
the house. The male got back in the car, which then left. Tufts
Police sighted the car on Powderhouse Blvd. and pulled it over.
The Lewis Hall resident was brought to identify the driver.
He was identified by the resident as the person who threw the
rock. However, police did not make an arrest because there were
no injuries and therheta Chi house was not damaged.
April 1
For the second time in two weeks, the dollar bill validator
and the coin mechanism in a vending machine in Wilson House
were damaged when what is believed to be grape juice was
poured into them. So far, damage to the machine has totaled
$1,100.

A representative from Viking Vending, which owns the
machine, has requested to meet with Associate Dean of Students
Bruce Reitman about the problem.
At 10:45 a.m. a female resident of 12 Dearborn Rd. reported
that the glass in the front door of the house was shattered during
the night.
A Tufts staff member reported that the front windshield of
her car, which was parked by the fence in Fletcher parking lot,
was cracked when she returned to the lot at 5 p.m. Tufts Police
believe that it was cracked by a baseball hit from Fletcher Field.
April 2
A Tufts female living off-campus in Somerville reported that
she was being harassed by a male Tufts student with telephone
calls and letters.
A vending machine in Latin Way’s F tower was vandalized,
with the candy stolen but the change box untouched.
At 12: 10 a.m. a female Lewis Hall resident reported that she
was harassed by three males as she passed by the International
House. She said that they attempted to convince her to help
them enter a party at the International House. She described
them as generally obnoxious and said that one tried to put his
arm around her.
She said they asked her to go to one of their parties. She refused and asked an International House resident to call the
see POLICE, page 17

RADICAL-

continued from page 3
Alternative Student Press, an
organization of radical student newspapers.
If the Tufts group has
something to present to the
Alternative Student Press,
they will be eligible to receive
a grant from the organization,
according to newspaper organizers.
Another source of possible
funding is TPAC, which may
donate some “extra” money,
Hildebran said.
If desperate for funding,
group members say they may
seek small- scale faculty donations and advertisements.
Hildebran said that “there
is so much happening that is
not covered [on campus],”
adding that she found a mon-

Authorities Refuel Hijacked Plane
NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) Workers refueled a Kuwaiti
jetliner Thursday after its
Arab hijackers fired at security guards and threatened to
force the pilot to take off with
little fuel, Iran reported.
The official Islamic Republic News Agency quoted the
hijackers as saying they
would take off at midnight
(4:30 p.m. EDT) with about
50 hostages, but did not give
a destination. The hour passed with no indication
whether the plane had left.

When it reported the development only two minutes
before the announced departure time, IRNA said “there
are still obstacles on the runway,” placed there earlier by
airport officials to keep the jet
from taking off.
As the drama at Mashhad
Airport in northeastern Iran
stretched into its third day,
the hijackers said they placed
explosives throughout the
Kuwait Airways jumbo jet,
which still had 55 passengers
and crew aboard, IRNA re-

ported.
The situation at the airport
was “out of control,” according to the news agency, monitored in Nicosia.
T h e hijackers, said to
number between five and seven, are demanding that
Kuwait release from its
prisons 17 pro-Iranian extremists who were convicted of
bombing the US and French
embassies in Kuwait in 1983.
Among the hostages on the

not available. “I don’t understand how a school with 300
extra freshmen has a fiscal
crisis and is not able to fund
something as good as drugs
and society,” he said.
The students seeking to
preserve the class, including
Schwartz, Ginsberg, Rosencrantz, Peter Kutrubes and
Jim Miller, maintain that the
administration would be hypocritical if it does not make
the course a top priority.
‘‘Jean Mayer has opened
the door in discussing alcohol
as a problem on this campus.
He went as far as to include it
in his speech to parents [last
fall],” Miller said Wednesday. “I question if he is just
going to sit back and preach
rhetoric.. .or educate us fully [
on the drug issue] as this institution of higher learning
should do. ” Ginsberg agreed.
“Mayer has come out with
rhetoric that boils down to get
rid of fraternities, get rid of
drugs and alcohol,” he said.
“We want the administration

to make a financial commitment to teach and educate the
community about drugs and
their role in society.
“Let’s educate instead of
preach,” he continued.
The students noted that
drugs have become a major
political issue for candidates
like Rev. Jesse Jackson in the
1988 presidental campaign.
They also stressed that students need to be educated
about the issue.
“Not only is the class good
for campus,” Miller said.
“Everything that comes out
of the class is vital.”
Mayer said at a press conference Wednesday that alcohol “represents a far greater
danger than drugs. ”
He said seven to eight students have required medical
attention for alcohol intoxication, with two of them “pretty near death.” He added
that there has been no case of
a drug overdose “that I know
of. ’’

see HIJACK, Page 16

DRUGS
continued from page 1
current issue. ”
Tufts Community Union
Senator Robin Rosencrantz
said yesterday that Dean of
Liberal Arts and Jackson
Mary Ella Fienlieb told her
that a full-time professor for
the course could not be incorporated into next year’s
‘‘tight’’ budget.
But Rosencrantz added that
students, administrators and
members of the sociology department may meet to come
up with a “reasonable” proposal to present to the PeterPaul Committee for fiscal
year 1990.
Students and faculty interviewed this week said they
were uncertain how money
could be made available in the
future for a full-time professor for “Drugs and Society.”
Fienleib could not be
reached for comment yesterday.
Former Senate Treasurer
Jonathan Ginsberg questioned whether funds for a
full-time position are really

ELECTION
otony of reports in the TUBS
Daily and The Observer. The
Radical Root, she said, will
cover more of the special interest events.
“Groups doing activist
stuff are not getting all the
press converage they could
be,” Hildebran said. “Nothing really represents the left
side.”
Beck said that when he
wrote for The Observer he felt
there was no purpose in what ’
he wrote because it lacked
emotion. He added that it is
necessary “to throw out a
frame of reference.”
Hildebran said she didn’t
think it was possible to be objective in journalism because
“bias is inherent.”

-to ELBO’s attention in writ-

continued from page 1
dents’ memo boards.
ELBO members Miller and
Steve Kurtz also told the candidates gathered in Eaton
Hall that candidates’ names
may not appear in print in
connection with their campaigns. However, statements
made in any forum provided
by the Elections Board will be
allowed to appear in the
newspapers.
There will be a candidates
forum on the library roof
Monday at 11:30 a.m.
Miller warned the candidates that if they are asked by
members of the campus
media about their campaigns,
they “should think twice
about saying anything. ”
ELBO will be the final arbiter of questions arising
from the election rules and
campaign procedures. Any
grievances should be brought

~

ing one hour before the polls
close.
A statement distributed at
the election meeting said:
“Ultimately, the responsibility shall fall on each candidate. Thus, it is in your best
interests to speak to your associates so that they do not
inadvertently place your candidacy in jeopardy.”
Voting will take place April
13 in all the dining halls during lunch and dinner, in the
Campus Center from 10 a.m.
to 7 p.m. and in Hillside
House for the commuter representative seat only.
Nominations for the Senate
executive board and four
committees -Education,
Cultural and Ethnic Affairs,
Services and Administration
and Budget - will take place
April 14 at 7 p.m. in the

Zamparelli Room.
In-house Senate elections
for the executive board positions will be held April 2 1.
At the election meeting,
Senate President Tracy Hahn
stressed the importance of
knocking on doors to campaign. “This is not just a
campaign thing,” she said.
“This is starting something
that, if elected, will last all
year. ”
“The election is supposed
to be a grass-roots election,”
Miller said. “Knock on doors
and meet your consitituency. ”
He said earlier this week
that with a student population of 4,000, it is “very easy
to do a grass-roots campaign,” which, he said, illustrates candidates’ effort
and commitment.

MANY MARVELS

OLD DC'S
AND STARLOG MAGAZINES

***BRINGING IT
!mGET€IER***

Come to an American Studies Open House
on Wednesday, April 13 at 3:30 p.m.

I

in the Zamparelli Room
Mayer Campus Center
Talk
to American Studies faculty,
alumnae, and majors

\

10 nM-4 PM
CURTIS HALL LOUNGE
TUFTS UNIVERSITY
474 BOSTON AYE.
(CORNER OF BOSTON AND COLLEGE AYE.
IN MEDPORD)
J A N W I L L I A M S WAS fl SENIOR AT TUFTS UNlUERSlTY
WHO D I E D IN SEPTEMBER 1987
WE ARE SELLING H I S GIANT C O M I C COLLECTION TO SET UP
R M E M O R I R L FUND I N HIS N R M E

Presentation of a
Ted Shapiro Memorial Grant Project
L i g h t Refreshments served
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Ellmore Relishes Life in the Plant World
by JIM LAVELLE
“It’s fun. It feels like you’re
eating with your fingers.”
Tufts Biology Profesor George
Ellmore shoves the chopsticks
he holds in his right hand into
the Tupperware-like container
of Haitian black and white rice
on his desk. Above the
somewhat tousled blonde hair
that covers his head, thin
green upgrowths, decorated by
somewhat sporadically placed,
sagging, narrow leaves can be
seen rising to cover the window in the distance. The vines
inexplicably rise from green
lumpy conglomerationsin pots
on the window ledge.
One cannot help wonder
just how long it will be before
the domain of the window no
longer pleases the plants and
they set their sights on the rest
of the room. How the collection of lumps and lengthy
vines will be stopped is a ques-

He contends “Even though
it’s a large university, if
everyone else is partying and
you’re not, then already you
have quite an advantage. If you
like biology and everyone else

“You won ’t find Alexander the Greats, Napoleans, and Hitlers in the plant world. You do
find the dandelion. I suppose that would be the
most imperialistic of vlants.
9’

is goofing off, you’re cruising.” Given the opportunity to
exploit
Chico
State’s
remarkable facilities, Ellmore
flourished and then attended
UC Berkeley for his doctorate
in Biology.
Ellmore’s keen interest in
the plant world has its origins
inhis early youth. “I’ve ljke’
botany since I was s x ’ he
says. Times spent’ in the
agricultural French countryside made unforgettable impressions. “You’re always
around plants. Anyone that’s

“It’s kind of philosophical retreat to be involved with the vegetable world. i%at’s what
jazzes me about them.
9 ,

tion Doctor Ellmore should be
pondering. He does not appear concerned, however. The
plants, as dangerous as they
might seem to the untrained
visitor, are something indifferent, a refresher, more than
worthy of their position as
decorations in the office.
Doctor Ellmore, who
specializes in Botany at Tufts,
teaches two courses concerning
the plant world this semester.
But as a great advocate of the
“liberal” education, he makes
an effort to broaden his own
knowledge beyond botany and
hopefully serve his students
more effectively.
Ellmore spent his first 11
years hopscotching military
bases in Europe. His mother
and father worked with Radar
systems at the installations but
retained civilian status. He attended elementary schools all
over the continent and remains
fluent in French. The family
moved to California when he
was 12, where Ellmore remained
to earn his
undergraduate and graduate
degress.
He takes no small amount of
pride in the fact that rural
Chico State Unviersity, where
he worked for his bachelor’s
degree, has been consistently
ranked by Playboy magazine as
the nation’s number one party school. “The nice thing
about a school like that,
though, is that you’re very
much in control of your own
fate. It gives you time to sort
of look at the options without
feeling like you’re being pummelled by the competition inCCC*-?C.-..P~II

Vq-.’-
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hand human history tends to
be more colorful than
botanical history. You won’t
find Alexander the Greats,
Napoleans, and Hitlers in the
plant world.. ..You do find

lived in France knows that the
markets there are a big deal.
Like Saturday markets, you go
there and you’re surrounded
by fresh produce and fresh
food. It al&ys just seemed like
an interesting thing to me.’’
Although any child may find
some amusement at the oblong
shape of a given gord or the
purplish tint of a certain head
of cabbage, Ellmore finds that
the study of the plant world
provides a refreshing change
from the everyday dealings of
human beings. “I’m my own
companion, I’ve lived with
myself for 35 years now, I’m
sick of it. You know, I’m really interested in something with
a different approach.
“The fact that the plants can
continue living, flourish in
fact, and,even in some ways
make human beings their
dependents, despite a world
saturated with manufactuared
turmoil, makes them a source
of continual intrigue to
Ellmore. Plants continue,
without a regard for humans or
their activities and improve
themselves slowly as each day
passes. “It’s kind of a
philosophical retreat to be involved with the vegetable
world. That’s what jazzes me
about them.”
Ellmore also points out the
inherent value in the study of
any field that varies from the
norm. Specifically, he points
out the way botanical history
has moved forward slowly and
relentlessly, while he sees
human history as having
generally progressed in giant,
spectacular leaps followed by
exrefided *eriads of stagnation

dandelions. I suppose that
would be the most imperialistic of plants.”
Ellmore left Berkeley in
1980, and among other
reasons, an interest in an unfamiliar area of the country
brought him to Tufts. “I’d
never been in an area that had
radiators in the houses or that
tried to grow agricultural commodities on a rocky soil.
“As a teachaer, he finds
Tufts students to be “ruthlessly aggressive, but delightfully
so.” Ellmore takes great
pleasure in his students’ in‘quisitivenessand suggests that
the highly competitive
academic atmosphere of Tufts
actually offers students good
training for a future in an
equally competitive world.
’

see PLANTS Page17
* *

Biology Professor George Ellmore.

Developing a Positive Attitude
by MANDY MASTROVITA

Dr. Robert Kriegel, a wellknown psychologist and
world-class athletic coach, has
researched the effects of stress
qpon the athletic, academic
and career performance of
men and women across the
country.
His desire to find what
separated the “winners” from
the “non-winners” in each of
these fields was kindled by an
experience of his as an aspiring Olympic swimmer, where
he lost his Olympic qualifying
race, he was convinced,
because he did not have the
psychological control that his
competitors had.
In his book The C-Zone:
Peak Performance under
Pressure, he interviewed 500
successful athletes, corporate
magnates, actors, and other
professionals looking for the
answer to their success.
Many of the conclusions he
reached in his book were
discussed during his lecture,
“Pressure and Pain in the College Environment” last
Wednesday in the conference
auditorium of the George
Sherman Union Building at
Boston Univesity.
He adapted to the issues and

the lecture. Again, from the
finding from his study of
athletes, he notes that even
though Olympic-level athletes
who finished first in their
events did so by only hundredths of seconds, they
finished first consecutively
because of their superior mental control.
In levels of competition as
intense as world-class, Kriegel
m’aintains that all specialized
athletes are physically capable
of winning. Mental discipline,
he says, is what ensures
victory.
Kriegel’s key to “peak performance” for the average college student is, essentially, to
eliminate the different sorts of
anxiety we experience by
thinking rationally. Kriegel
translates these types of anxious behavior for us into our
vernacular; “the GOITAS,’’
the “WORRIES,”
the
“CAN’Ts,” the UH-OHs and
OH-NOS,”
and
the
“DON’TS.”
The “GOTTAs,” those who
become anxious about having
to deliver a top performance
under pressure, can alleviate
their stress by making a “reality check’’ and thinking rationally about the worst possible outcome of the situation,
*

.a.
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handle it if things should go
badly.
The “WORRIES” can be
overcome by changing “what
if.. .” thinking, and trying to
anticipate what can be done if
something bad happens, finding alternatives to cushion the
possibility of “failing.”
The “CA”Ts’’ are caused
by worrying about things out
of one’s control. Kriegel suggested changing the “can’t’’
thinking to “can” thinking, by
looking at the things that can
be done in a given situation
and trying to build confidence
by doing those things.
“UH-OHs” and “OH-NOS,” caused by dwelling
upon past failures and
mistakes, can be cured by
focusing upon past successes
and remembering accomplishments in the past.
The “DON’TS,” or thinking about what you dread h a p
peing, can actually make it
happen. Kriegel suggestd trying to envision a perfect performance to get the mind into
a positive frame of thought.
It all seems like common
sense, one would expect that
any college student could easily reverse these negative thinking processes. But Kriegel

<>.,
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US and USSR Make Music
by J. ROBLES

Bird lives. After Charlie Parker’s death in 1955, Bird Lives showed up in grafitti all over New York. Now a movie is being made
about Bird’s life, a movie which may cause renewed interest in
the life and music of Charlie Parker, the master of the saxophone.
The movie is a project of none other than Clint Eastwood.
Eastwood, contrary to his cowboy image, is a devout jazz fan and
pianist. Many people were surprised to learn that Eastwood was
a secret supporter of Round Midnight and helped that move overcome financial hurdles.
Like most jazz fans, I await the movie with enthusiasm but
trepidation. They had better get it right. Parker is a very complicated figure. Although he was the primary force behind the
creation of bebop, he did not embrace the trappings of the bebop
mode of speech, dress, not did he adopt the musical elitism.
Perham the most amazing facet of Parker’s personality is that

Charlie Parker (left) and Miles Davis
~

Parker knew that he was a role model to many other young musicians. This meant that they strived not only to sound like him
but also to mimic all of his ways, including his heroin addiction.
The burden of this guilt weighed upon Parker. Once, when he
was with the 16-year-oldprotege of his, Jackie McLean, he forced McLean to watch him shooting up, to deglamorize heroin and
try to dissuade McLean from following in his footsteps.
Parker felt trapped in the musical form that he had created.
At the end of his life, he was desperately trying to break out of
the bebop licks that came so easily. He was studying classical,
but his creative inspiration had been sapped by the emotional and
physical toll of his drug addiction.
Perhaps the most interesting and potentially controversialaspect
of the new movie is the soundtrack. The original master recordings of Bird have been digitally cleaned up. New pieces featuring top jazz musicians have been recorded and the cleaned-up
tracks of Bird will be placed in this new context. The idea behind
this is that the movie has to convey the musical greatness of Parker
to new listeners, yet the fact is that the beauty of the music would
be obscured by today’s standards for recording and production
quality. The idea of placing original tracks in a new setting was
absolutely considered preferable to merely having some other saxophone player recording Bird’s music.
The results of this soundtrack could prove very successful and
garner an entirely new audience of Charlie Parker devotees. It is,
however, a little eerie. Bird will be placed among current musicians. It puts a new angle on the Bird Lives phrase. The soundtrack will offer some other surprises. Chan, who was Parker’s wife
in an interracial marriage, has unveiled some lead sheets with
melodies and solos that Bird never recorded. These will now be
recorded by Phil Woods, who is Chan’s current husband.
The potential for Charlie Parker’s life to suffer the sins of
Hollywood is great. The move could preach about the dangers
of heroin, it could paint Bird as a mere victim of a white society,
it could portray him as a saint, it could sentimentalize his rise
and fall, it could sensationalize his death in the home of white
baroness Pannonica de Koenigswater.. .. But, perhaps it will be
subtle and understated, like Round Midnight. Maybe they will get
it right.
-

-
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A history-making cultural
event has just occurred in
Boston. While many Tufts
students basked in tropical
sun, Soviet artists performed
in the Boston area. The Medford campus even hosted a performance by Soviet musicians
and dancers. The Soviet-US
festival “Making Music
Together” tested the limits of
glasnost by reuniting Soviet
defector Mikhail Barishnikov
and the Bolshoi Ballet in one
of the company’s daily classes.
At first glance, the activity
at Symphony Hall did not
seem out of the ordinary. The
Boston Symphony Orchestra
regularly features the work of
Rimsky-Korsakov, Prokofiev,
Stravinsky, and Mussorgsky.
But the concerts of March 18
and April 1 included a Soviet
conductor, pianist, and composer to combine familiar Russian and modern Soviet music.
Under the baton of Soviet
conductor
Gennady
Rozhdestvensky, the BSO
played a program of familiar
Russian pieces of the late 19th
and early 20 centuries. He has
conducted many of the major
Soviet, European, and
American orchestras, including the BSO, and he currently leads the Grand Symphony Orchestra of the USSR
Ministry of Culture.
Rozhdestvensky opened the
concert with the 1888 RimskyKorsakov piece, the Russian
Easter Overture, Based on
liturgical themes from the
obikhod, a collection of canticles of the Orthodox Church,
this piece presented a progression of canticles of the ecclesiastical themes that build
from quiet ideas of prophecy
to resurrection and triumph.
Rozhdestvensky conducted
with
gentle
motions
throughout, even through the
most triumphant parts.
T h e conductor’s wife,
Viktoria Postnikova, took to
the piano for the next piece,
Prokofiev’s Piano Concerto
No. 2 of 1913. The concerto
has an interesting history concerning the Soviet government; because the Soviet
government confiscated the
original score from the composer’s apartment, what is
played now is the composer’s
reconstruction of the orchestration from the original
piano part.
Described by critics as
“cubist and futurist” at its
premiere, the Piano Concerto
No. 2 does indeed have its
share of dissonant parts, but
was very well received by the
Boston audience. Ms.

Postnikova’s performance was
not very charismatic, however.
Although technically polished,
especially in the 16th note octaves of the “scherzo,” she appeared very stiff and unmoved in her delivery.
After intermission, the BSO
continued with another controversial modern piece,
Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring. If
Prokofiev is considered
“cubist and futurist,” then
Stravinsky can be considered
raving mad, as indeed he has
been described. With Rite of
Spring, Stravinsky did to
classical music what T. S.
Elliot did to poetry with the
Wasteland.
Commissioned in 1913 by
Serge Diaghilev for the Russian Ballet and choreographed
by Nijinsky, the original production was one of the worst
received in music history.
Once the riots quieted down,
critics realized the importance
of this thoroughly “modern”
work. The music relates to a
prehistoric fertility ritual in
which a chosen virgin dances
herself to death before the wise
men and elders of the
community.
For such a violent piece of
music, the BSO delivered a
superb performance. In terms
of rhythm and dissonance, the
Rite of Spring is totally unpredictable. Rozhdestvensky
kept his gentle style of conducting throughout, an amazing
task during the most
thunderous sections. He led
with both arms and sometimes
his shoulders. He seemed very
much in control of the piece.
It has been said that the
music of Stravinsky must be
heard live. No matter how impressive the recording, it could
never compare to the intensity
of sound in Symphony Hall
during the BSO performance.

which the ocmposer wrote
for him. In the program notes
the concept of the piece is
described; a Bach melody is
played, then repeated without
the final note each time until
it is reconstructed in reverse.
And that was only the first
movement. Mr. Kremer
thrashed at the violin for most
of his solo passages. Towards
the end of the work, the orchestra lapsed into melodic
passages. On the whole the
piece was quite cacophonous.
But the delivery from the BSO
under Mr. Dutoit’s direction
was flawless. Orchestra and
soloist connected in unison
without a problem.
Dutoit
closed
with
Mussorgsky’s most familiar
work, Picture at an Exhibition.
Although the composer the
composer only completed the
score as a piano work, Ravel
discovered and orchestrated it.
It follows the different works
of art from the composer’s artist friend Victor Hartmann.
Each section is either a “Promenade” or a “picture”
adapted to music.
From the first note of the
opening “Promenade” to the
close of “Great Gate of Kiev,”
Dutoit led a flawless performance. Although Pictures is
not as demanding as Rite of
Spring, it is still as moving in
concert. Dutoit conducted
from the waist up throughout
the concert and was particularly pleasant to watch during the
“Hut of Baba Yaga” section.
It was a brilliant performance
to end the series.
By combining the best of
Russian and Soviet music, the
BSO very successfully contributed to the “Making Music
Together” series. One hopes
American composers and
musicians meet equal success
when they visit the USSR.

Dutoit Directs 2nd Program
Two weeks later the SovietUS series continued with
another Russian/Soviet program. Under the direction of
Charles Dutoit, the very successful director of the, Montreal Symphony, the BSO
played the music of 19th century Mussorgsky and 20th
century Soviet composer
Gubaidulina, who was present
at this Boston premiere.
Dutoit opened with the
short Prelude to the opera
Khovanshchina. The piece
sounded like the impressionistic works of Ravel and
Debussy rather than traditionally heavy Russian composers of that era.
Soviet violinist Fidon
Kremer appeared on stage for
Gubaidulina’s Offetorium
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A New Life Needs More Life

by SUSAN GERSTMAN

A New Life is a somewhat
slow-moving story about a husband and wife in mid-iife
crisis. The wife, Jackie Giardino, is played by a gracefully
aging and plump Ann
Margaret who decides to leave
her Type “A” workaholic husband, Steve. He doesn’t care
what he looks like, is never
around when she needs him,
and doesn’t lift a hand to help
bring up their daughter, who
is now married and about to
have a baby. The film begins
with their divorce, so we never
really see what their marriage
is like, but as the movie progresses a clear picture can be
drawn.
After the divorce, Jack and
Steve start their new lives and
play the field. The predictable
plot of how each finds a mate
is “cute’ ’ and worth seeing on
a rainy day, but don’t put it at
the top of your “must see”
movie list.
Jackie falls in love with a
weird but young and attractive
sculptor who dotes on, waits
on, fondles, and watches her
every movement so much so

that it stifles her creative mind.
He proves to be a hindrance in
her pursuit of a degree to teach
deaf children.
Her previous husband paid
too little attention to her while
her new-found friend gives too
much and is slowly (too slowly for the viewer) driving her
mad.
Steve, played by Alan Alda,
who also wrote and directed
the film, falls in love with a
young doctor. He meets her by
chance after having a false
heart attack - in actuality an
anxiety attack - during a tennis match.
Veronica Hamel plays this
“love at first touch” doctor
who makes his heart race madly each time she brushes her
hand against his shoulder during the examination. It’s
definitely love for the presently undersexed and underloved
Steve Giardino. Their affair
ultimately ends up in marriage
and she gets pregnant. The audience gets to see whether
Steve can handle being a part
of the delivery from beginning
to end. He progresses from
fainting after watching fluid

AM Margret plays Jackie Giardmo, who grows tired of DOC’S(John Shea) devotion to herbeing extracted from his new
the tubes and ended in new young lover after fnding
divorce. The now single cou- Out that she loves freedom
wife’s stomach to actually cutple is left to explore the life of more.
ting the umbilical cord during
the birth.
bars and partie
find Although Margaret’s and
Alda’s performances are enThe movie moves much too
“a new life.”
Alda as Steve winds up a joyable, the viewer is left with
slowly, never quite making a
happy new husband and father an empty feeling in the end.
point. The only thing to be
at age 50 and Ann Margaret’s
In short, this k certainly one
seen from this fdm is that
character, Jackie, dumps her movie YOU can afford to miss.
another marriage went down

Tufts Democrats presents
A Symposium on Sexism, Racism, and
Homophobia at Tufts Saturday, April 9
beginning at 1:00 Barnurn 008
panels will be moderated by Tufts professors
and open for audience participation
co-sponsored by:
Dean of Students,
Dean of Undergraduate Studies,
T .L. G .C ., African American Society,
Asian Students Club and The
Women’s Collective
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Here We Go Again ..

by VIC GANJIAN

Opening day in Kemnore
Square provided the Fenway
fins with tight, exciting ball
game.’ Roger Clemens and Jack
Morris controlled the pace and
kept their respective teams in
the ballgame. But when it was
all over, everyone’s expectations were not fulfilled. Lee
Smith, the man whose
presence convinced the majority of the press that the Sox will
winithe A L East, served up a
gopher ball to Alan Trammell.
It was the worst possible way
to lose the ball game. What
could have been worse? Jim
Rice dropping a routine fly
ball or Bob Stanley walking
four consecutivse batters?
Sorry, but that just would not
have been surprising or shocking. Lee Smith did his impersonation of Steve Crawford and
I don’t think he missed any
details.. .
The h s let Bob “Big Foot”
Stanley know how they feel
about him after his name was
announced as part of the 1988
roster.
Boos
echoed
throughout the stadium as he
tipped his cap to the crowd,
laughing heartily. We all know
that he was laughing about the

million dollars he’ll be taking
to the bank this season. Bob
knows he won’t be back for a
while because of the milk bottle “accident” that cut his
throwing hand. Couldn’t he
afford to pay a neighborhood
kid to take his trash out for
him?
The ground ball Spike
Owen booted would have ended the inning. Ooops! If a
team really wants to contend,
it has to have a vacuum cleaner
playing shortstop. Ozzie Smith
and Tony Fernandez helped
their respective teams reach
the top as well as solidify the
infield. Rafael Santana, a Metturned-yankee, made the clean
defensive plays in the ’86
playoffs for the Mets. The fact
is that Spike can’t hit and can’t
field as well as his backup,
Jody Reed.
When John McNamara
walked into spring training he
had already decided that Rich
Gedman would be his starting
catcher and that Owen would
be his starting shortstop. John
Marzano and Reed did not
have much to compete for,
despite Manano’s impressive
play last year and Reed’s .300
batting average in spring-
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training.. .
Now that Johnny Mac has
asserted his authority by banning golf clubs on the road,
let’s see if he can tell Jim Rice
to take a seat occasionally. Just
because Jim Ed is the captain
and has a juicy contract
doesn’t mean he has to play
everyday. If he was really a
team player he would stop putting himself in the daily lineup
and stop threatening to give
McNamara nasty looks.
When Ellis Burks returns,
there will be a glut in the outfield position. Burks, Anderson, Greenwell, Rice, and
Benzinger all can do the job
and the only solution to the
problem is to rotate everyone,
something Rice will have to
put up with.
Rounding Third and
Heading Home.. .Marty Barrett was two for 29 against Jack
Morris before opening day.
Why didn’t McNamara take
this into consideration before
making the lineup? Marty batted in the second slot but
should have been pushed
down towards the bottom of
the lineup. A simple move like
this would just be too creative
for him to handle.

Baseba1 Preview

7

Women’s Lacrosse (3-0): Although they have won three
games by convincing scores (including yesterday’s 18-2 thrashing of Bridgewater State), Carol Rappoli and her Jumbos have
downplayed the results from the first three contests, saying that
tomorrow’s matchup with Trinity would be the team’s first real
test. The Bantams will invade Medford at 2 p.m. tomorrow for
their first varsity matchup in a few years. “They’ll be a better
passing team than the teams we’ve faced so far,” said captain
Sarah Richardson. With yesterday’s annihilation, Tufts has now
outscored its opponents, 59-16, in its first three games.
Baseball (0-2): John Casey’s Jumbos open at home this afternoon against Eastern Nazarene (3 p.m. start), and then come
right back on Saturday with a trip to MIT for a 1 p.m. start. The
Jumbos hope to sweep the weekend and get back to .500.
Softball (2-1): The Jumbos will attempt to continue the
slugfest this afternoon at Clark and tomorrow afternoon in a
doubleheader at Brandeis. Although Clark won last year’s
contest by a 13-7 score and the Jumbos split last year’s
doubleheader with Brandeis (winning 5-4 and losing 13-2), all
bets are off on the Jumbos this year, who have surprised all onlookers with their successful start.
Men’s Tennis (1-1): Coach Jim Watson will take his racqueteers down 1-90 and 1-84 to boring Middletown for a 1 p.m.
match against the Wesleyan Cardinals. The Jumbos will try to
remain undefeated in NESCAC play, keeping the streak alive
Tufts did not face Wesleyan last season, so this will be an important pre-NESCAC Championship (at Middlebury) matchup
against a team they will face at the end of the season.

COMMUNICATIONS MAJORS
Learn:
*Advertising
*Marketing
*Public Relations

*Publishing
*Layout
*Desktop Publishing
*Fun (ie Social Skills)

1989 JUMBO YEARBOOK

is now looking for people interested in joining the coolest, mosi
laid-back, fun organization on campus.
Mtg/Party: Monday 4/11 Open Block 11:30-12:30
Wednesday 4/13 6:30pm at
CURTIS HALL - Yearbook Office
Elections for All Positions: Wednesday 4/13 7pm
CURTIS HALL - Yearbook Office
Yearbook - where it’s fun to find out!
I

(for more info call Michael at 623-5852)

Outdoor Track (both teams: 0-0): Both the Men’s and
Women’s teams will be heading to Fitchburg St. for the Fitchburg Invitational. This is another non-scoring development
meet for the Jumbos, as they find their strengths and weaknesses in the outdoor events. The teams will be looking to have
good showings, for their training has picked up, especially over
the last two weeks.
Next weekend, both teams will be heading to Bowdoin to face
off against the NESCAC teams from Maine (both will face Colby, the women will also battle Bates). The NESCAC Championships (at Williams) are only three weeks away, so this meet
will be an early matchup against some of their conference rivals.

Golf (2-0): Northeastern, Boston University, and the University of New Hampshire will accompany the Jumbos to Stow
Country Club this afternoon at 1 p.m. as the Jumbos attempt to
tack more wins onto their 1988 record. Although the Jumbos
have not faced these teams in recent years in head-to-head competition (BU is a club team), Northeastern has been one of the
vanquished clubs in the Jumbos’ past two GBC championships.
The Jumbos beat the Huskies by 29 shots last year.
Crew : Women’s coach Tom Tansi and Men’s coach Ken
Weinstein will take their boats over to the Connecticut River (in
Western Mass.) for a battle against the Amherst Lord Jeffs.
After practicing all season at five o’clock in the morning, the
Jumbos should be looking in earnest to this much later start.
They’ll be hearing the bullhorns starting at 11 a.m. over in Amherst.
see PREVIEW, Page 17
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Baseball

A Pair of Near-Misses
Jumbos Hoping Today’s Home Opener Turns Tide
Boston and New York: A Fall Classic
It is a chilly October weekend in 1986. It is a weekend when
you spent your Saturday and Sunday nights in front of a television (or maybe at the ballpark). Just remember where you were
that weekend; a place with a TV showing the Boston Red Sox
and the New York Mets playing a baseball game at Shea Stadium in Flushing. A World Series baseball game.
There are the unforgettable images of Mookie, and Jesse, and
Roger Clemens in the locker room. Images that caused a student
in Carmichael, and I’m sure students in other places around
New England as well, to throw that damned TV out the
window.
And there is Calvin Schiraldi. And Bill Buckner.
They were games that caused a race riot on the campus of
UMass-Amherst .
It was a Series that we will never forget, one which we would
like to see again. In 1988, the dream of Shuttle Series I1 is alive
and well.
So far this season, you could say that the teams have striking
similarities, or perhaps mirror images. Both split their first two
games, and both have been mired in some headline-grabbing
controversies. In the outfield, Jim Rice was pouting after he
learned that he wasn’t assured of a starting position in left. Then
the Straw Man told some things to Mike Lupica in Esquire that
stirred up some players on his team.
The managers, McNamara and Johnson, may be singing their
swan songs. If he doesn’t get the job done this year, word has it
that McNamara may be unemployed. The credit for the Sox’
resurgence has already been given to GM Lou Gorman, who has
engineered several of these personnel changes over the winter.
As for Johnson, everybody knows that he and GM Frank Cashen don’t exactly go on family outings together. Johnson has
previously announced that this will be his last year as manager.
But what has gotten everybody particularly excited about
these two teams this year? For the Red Sox, it is their increased
depth and their improved pitching. Like the Mets, they have a
glut of excellent outfielders, with names like Greenwell, Andersen, Benzinger and Burks (Burks will be back like new in May
- don’t worry). But what makes your heart skip a beat when
you talk about the Sox is the tremendous improvement in the
pitching staff (at least on paper, anyway).
Everybody knows the Sox had better than average hitfing, but
except for the Rocket, and an occasional good outing by Bruce
Hurst last year, they had nobody. The Oil Can was non- existent
in 1987 and we’ll see how he has recovered from his arm injury
very shortly. In addition, the acquisitions of Mike Smithson,
Dennis Lamp and Ed Lynch will make the Sox respectable, if
not above average, in the pitchingpoor American League.
And then there is the biggest pickup of all. He is Mr. Lee
Smith, the best reliever to come to Fenway since Sparky Lyle.
The entire city of Boston has put a lot of pressure on this man,
and I think it showed on Opening Day against the great Alan
Trammell. But it’s a 162 game season, and the guy came back
the next game and preserved a one run lead. This was truly a
masterful stroke by Gorman. No question, if Boston goes all the
way, Lee Smith will be the major reason that the World Series
flag will return to Boston after 70 years.
For the Mets, well, they play in a less-tough division (top to
bottom). Like the Sox this year, they will have to stay away from
the injury bug too, or this column might as well be used to wrap
fish.
The Mets’ pitching is awesome. Five exceptional starters Gooden, Darling, Ojeda, Fernandez and Aguilera. Meanwhile,
David Cone, Randy Myers and Roger “Trident” McDowell are
available to put out the fire. And when you have a guy that can
hit a baseball 525 feet, well, you gotta like the hitting. Keith
Hernandez, although a little slower with the bat, is still steady as
ever at first base.
There are many differences from 1986. Jesse is gone, and Rafael plays in the Bronx now. Dave Henderson is on the West
Coast. But there will be new heroes, like Dave Magadan, Brady
Andersen and Kevin Elster. I’d love to see Gooden and Clemens
go head to head for real just one more time.
for October 22. Vin. .and
Game One of the World Series is- set
”

by CHRIS STONE
Even in Division I11 baseball, where the presence of
fans is virtually non-existent,
there looms that mystical
force watching out for the
home team.
It is the sorcerer who
mysteriously guides routine
ground balls off the bats of
the home team into the outfield. It acts as the navigator
who steers the host’s line
drives and pop flys into the
empty wastelands of the outfield. It is the healer who
restores the pop in the home
team’s bat just in time to
stage a late-inning, gamewinning rally.
But that mystical force
(hereinafter referred to as IT)
is especially nasty to teams
like Tufts that have been on
the road longer than a sailor is
ordinarily at sea. During a seven-game wing along the
Mid-Atlantic States over
break, the Jumbos were relatively successful in avoiding
IT, going 3-4.
However, upon returning
to conclude their road trip
against Wesleyan and GBL

Despite a 1-1 record and a 5.14 ERA,senior starter Peter Beal
has only allowed opponents to a .228 batting average.
rival Brandeis, IT caught up
to them, as the Jumbos lost
both games by a combined
three runs, including Wednesday’s 4-3 squeaker to the
Judges.
At Wesleyan, the Jumbos
carried an 8-5 lead into the
sixth before the Cardinals
came back to score five runs
over the last three innings for
the win. Against Brandeis,
Tufts came within one out of
a 3-2 victory before the hosts

this afternoon for the Jumbos, and Casey would like to
get 100 pitches out of his
senior hurler. Amyouny has
been the Jumbos’ toughest
pitcher thus far, compiling a
2-0 record with a 3.86 ERA in
threestarts.
The Jumbos continue to
hit, as they rapped out 19 hits
in their last two games. Catcher Dan O’Neill continues
to live up to Casey’s billing of
him “as the best catcher in
Division I11 baseball.’’
O’Neill’s continued his torrid hitting, going 4 for 9
against the Cardinals and the
Judges. Going into today’s
game, O’Neill’s batting average stands at .563. Four other
Jumbos are hitting .300, including Tom Walsh at .387,
Kerry LaMothe at .351, Matt
8ma Guanci
at .333, and Bill
Canon at .324 with a team2
E leading 15 RBI’s.
d In the Brandeis game, the
a u m b o s were unable to hold
Zmto a 3-1 lead, as the Judges
2 :ame back to score one in the
and two in the seventh
for the win. Freshman reliever Ed LaVallee easily retired the first two batters in
the inning. but two infield errors and’a walk loaded the
bases, setting the stage for
Steve Indingaro’s gamewinning two-run single.
After Jumbo starter Kerry
Callahan spotted the Judges a
second- inning run, Tufts
came back with two in the
fourth. O’Neill started the
inning with a single and was
promptly brought home on a
Canon triple. Canon came
home on an infield grounder
‘by Mike Kratochwill. The
Jumbos added another run in
the fifh when O’Neill doubled home Mike Theodore.
L

C

--

Jumbos have returned north, and is sp&ting an overall average of .387.
scored two runs for the win.
The Jumbos will be granted
The Season
a brief respite from the road
Men’s Baseball
nemesis as they play their
home opener this afternoon
Current Record.. ................O-2
against Eastern Nazerene.
Last Year ......................... 0-2
Asked whether or not their
return to the Medford diaWesleyan 10 ......:.....
TUFTS 8
mond would make any
Brandeis 4. ..............TUFTS3
difference in his team’s level
April 8.. .......... .vs. E. Nazarene
of play, coach John Casey
April 9 . ...................... .at MIT
shook his head.
April 11.. ................vs. Suffolk
“It’s nice to be back
April 12.. ................at Harvard
home,” said Casey. “But the
April 14 ........................ at BC
game is the same wherever
April 16 ...........vs. Williams (2)
you play it. You have to play
April 18 ...........at Northeastern
on the road.’’
April 20 ................. .vs. BU (2)
Steve Amyouny will start
April 23 .............. vs. Trinity (2)
April 25 .................... .vs. W
I
April 26.. ................vs. Babson
Hey Players and Coaches: It can really help us out if you call
April 29 ...................vs. Colby
scores
in to the Daily (381-3090) after games. Thanks.
April 30 ...........vs. Bowdoin(2)
May 2 ..................vs. Brandeis
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NEITHER
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continued from page
ity. “We do it to claim our civil rights,” they say. By this
they seem to mean “to gain
general public acceptance. ”
However, they won’t. gain
their opponents’ acceptance
by cramming down their
throats a weekly fare of homosexual and bisexual activi-

your feelings, don’t repress
them, it’s only natural.”
Is this message a truthful
and logical one? Historically,
no. The generation of the ’60s
claimed a “Sexual Revolution,” stating that unrestrained expression of all
sexual feelings will bring true

happiness. They learned iil
one short decade that by rejecting self-control we must
accept the control of our
basest animal instincts.
“Sexual freedom” quickly
becomes slavery to our desires.
Despite these historical les-

sons, they would have us believe that the expression of
any and all sexual feelings is
the only logical alternative
and the only right alternative.
I believe it is neither.

eventually met Jean Mayer,
‘‘[Penal did not commit any
not yet president of Tufts,
illegalities...[and there was]
also considered an expert on
nothing illegal about [Pena’s
nutrition
and hunger.
actions],” but did say that the
Meyers
said that when
“firm did not condone [PenCassidy started the lobbying
a’s actions], ” and that “Gerfirm, Tufts became its first
ald Cassidy [founder of the
client, due to Mayer’s friendfirm] is not thrilled. ”
ship with Cassidy and his
Meyers would not com“dream” of creating a nutriment on the morality of Pention center.
a’s actions, saying it was “a
When asked about Tufts’
judgement I cannot make,”
financial involvement in Casand that Pena has “done
sidy and Associates, Meyers
some darn good things, especially with [Hou$.e Speaker] ’ cited client confidentiality
and would not comment on
J i m Wright.. .one thing
what Tufts pays for their sershouldn’t condemn a person
vices. Meyers did say that
forever. ”
Cassidy and Associates had
According to a staff report
been instrumental in raising
issued by Sen. John Kerry
$15 million for Tufts’ nutri(D-MA) entitled “‘Private
tion center.
Assistance’ and the Contras,”
Mayer said last night that
the Neutrality Act “in esPena wasn’t employed at Cassence prohibits Americans
sidy and Associates at the
from.. .supporting foreign mitime Pena wrote his letter,
litary activities directed
maintaining that he was solely
against any government with
an administrative assistant to
whom the United States is not
Wright at the time and had
formally at war.” The report
only joined Cassidy and Assoalso said that US laws were
ciates very recently.
“designed to prevent private
When told that Pena was
citizens from carrying out
first
employed at Cassidy and
unauthorized weapons trafAssociates in 1985, Mayer reficking or military adventures
abroad. ”
Asked if Pena would have
broken the law if the deal had
continued frompage 3
gone through, Meyers said :‘I
phis Blues Awards in 1984.
can’t even comment on
On the tour for his third
that ...I really don’t know,”
album, Sold to Soul, Vaughan
and pointed out that Pena had
and Double Trouble drew a
not been indicted for anyrecord crowd of 100,000 at
thing.
the Chicago Blues Festival. In
Elaborating on Tufts’ re1986, a live album, Live
lationship with Cassidy and
Alive, was released.
Associates, Meyers reported
Among Vaughan’s most
that Cassidy had been inpopular songs are “Willy the
volved with counseling the
Wimp, ” “Pride and Joy, ”
government on nutrition and
“Look at Little Sister,” and
hunger in the early 1970s and
the title track of Couldn’t
Stand the Weather.

sponded “You are dead
wrong. You better check.’’
Mayer would not comment
on Tufts’ behalf, saying that
Tufts had “...nothing to do
with [Penal.”
Mayer did say that Tufts’
relationship with Cassidy and
Associates would not change.
When asked if this was true in
light of Cassidy and Associates’ decision not to fire Pena,
Mayer said ‘‘yup. ”
Interest in Pena arose be-cause Pena had served as a
paid consultant to Wright

ties. They must convince
them by showing them the
truth and logic of their position.
I have been reading the
Daily, and . various posters
around campus, and the message I’m getting is this:
“come out, be open, express

J. R. Burkholder A ’91

RESPOND

continued from page 1

’

sai, Pena sent a letter to ~ i l - Meyers also reported that

ler “mentioning his contact
with Uruguayan and Chilean
arms companies and enclosing a list of products,” according to the Post. The article went on to say that “congressional sources.. .confirmed the existence
of Pena’s 1986 letter, which
investigators found in Miller’s subpoenaed files. ”
Meyers confirmed that Miller had approached the firm,
adding that Miller had proposed that Cassidy and Associates do the following:
Lobby to get federal aid
for the contras;
Lobby for support of the
Strategic Defense Initiative
(SDI) program;
Work for Miller in what
Meyers called “international
banking” (Meyers confirmed
that this specifically involved
Third World debt);
Lobby for aid to Panama.
Cassidy and Associates declined Miller’s proposal because, according to Meyers,
these were “areas that the
firm did not want to get involved in. ”
Once negotiations between
Miller and Cassidy and Associates came to an end in
March or April, Pena, “as a
private individual,” began to
approach Miller about selling
arms to the contras, according to Meyers.
Weapons involved in the
proposal included “cluster
bombs, antipersonal mines,
grenades and other devices, ”
according to the Posr.
The Associated Press reported that Pena’s letter to
Miller was dated August 15,
1986, which Meyers confumed.
Meyers said that Pena had
reported in his deposition
that on August 12, 1986, he
had sent a letter - almost
identical to the one sent to
Miller - to Adolfo Calero, a
contra leader. However.

Pena had said that he only
went to Calero once he
thought Miller was not interested in the offer. Meyers said
that, when questioned, Pena
explained the. discrepancy in
chronology by saying that
Miller had first been approached verbally, and then a version of the’ letter sent to
Calero was sent to Miller to
apprise him of the situation.
Meyers speculated that
“Miller.. .never thought
much of LPena’s offer],” and
that was why the deal was
never realized.
The Post also reported that
the proposed deal had never
been completed because Miller related the offer to former
White House aide Lt. Col.
Oliver L. North, who “apparently did not act on it before the existence of the secret, White House-directed
support network was disclosed. ”
W h e n asked what involvement Cassidy and Associates had with Pena’s actions, Meyers replied that
Cassidy and Associates had
not been involved, and that
the actions taken were taken
by “Pena as a private individual. ”
Meyers said that, when testifying, Pena was asked if
Cassidy and Associates would
have received a commission
on the sale and replied “NO.
No portion of it would have
been payable [to Cassidy and
Associates]. It would have
been payable to me. ” Meyers
said that Pena was “trying to
make some money off it ...on
his own.”
Pena, hired in October,
1985, because Cassidy and
Associates were “looking to
broaden [their] client base
somewhat,” is “still an employee [of Ca‘ssidy and Associates]. ..” according t o
Meyers.
. . <
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(D-TX).
According to the Post,
“Wright said that any approach Pena may have made
on selling arms to the contras
did not take place while Pena
was working for him. ”
Meyers reported that “Jim
Wright has had qothing but
praise for Pena ...for what he
did to bring about [the cease
fire].”

PROF

continued from page 2
ligence are complemented by
her vibrancy in the classroom
and he genuine interest in the
concerns of her students.
I am a graduating senior
who has had the privilege of
being taught by Husch. It
would be a shame if you chose
not to offer other students
that same privilege. She is not
only an asset, but a necessity,
to the university. I urge you
to take whatever action is
necessary to keep her here,
where she is wanted and
needed.
Diane Zitner A ’88

*ompage 3
for the Drama Uepartment
have not been allocated
within the proposed center,
Moffatt said. H e added,
1.
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could accomodate that in another space - in a house, or
some other utilized area. We
probably wouldn’t build any-
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Programs Board presents

Beyond The Classroom
--

--

-

Students Sharing Their Work and
Ideas on Women

4
-

PROGRAM

Welcoming Remarks by Christiane Zehl Romero,Professor of German

930

-

9:35 10 5 0

Empowering: Institutions/Group.Wlndividuals
Moderator: James Ennis, Sociology Department

Samantha Langbaum on Gender Relations in the Anti-War Movement
Motva McDonald on The Future of Education: Theories of Sexual inequality
Betsy Tong on Authentic Liberation and Racism Reduction
Nanci Weinberger on "This Place of Learning"

-

1 1 :00 12:OO

Perspectives on Women in Rural Africa
Moderator. Pearl Robinson, Political Science Department

Alisa Bishop on The African Agricultural Crisis: The Role of Women in The Development
of Sub-Saharan Africa
Jennifer Van der Heide on An Imperative for the Future: lntegrating Women in Development
12:OO

-%!?-

- 1:00

1 :OO - 2:30

3

Crossing Bridges
Moderator: Oliva Espin, Education Department

Cynthia Rothschild on White Middle Class Women and Anger

-

2:45 4:OO

4:OO

Buffet Luncheon will be provided

Mothering Across Cultures
Moderator. Ruth Hsiao, English Department

Blythe Forcey on Maternity and Creativity in Edith Summers Kelley's "Weeds"
Deborah Horvitz on Toni Morrison's "Beloved": the passionate possession
Yilan Liu on Mothering A Daughter in a "Ghost Country" Speech, Silence and the Pain of
Mother-DaughterRelations in "The Women Warrior"

-

Reception

I Science, Psychology Dept.

-
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continued from page 3
Boeing 747 are three members of Kuwait’s royal family.
One of them appealed to Iranian authorities to provide jet
fuel, IRNA said.
“We’re very tired and our
brothers [the hijackers] are
very serious in their threat to
blow up the plane,” Fadel
Khaled AI-Sabah told the
control tower by radio, IRNA
reported.
Early Thursday, the hijackers released 32 people,
IRNA said. On Tuesday and
Wednesday, 25 passengers
were freed.
The hijackers fired several
shots out of the plane Thursday after repeating their demand for fuel, IRNA said. It
did not mention casualties.
The plane has been at
Mashhad since Tuesday,
when it landed after being
commandeered en route to
Kuwait from Bangkok with
112 people aboard.
Kuwait has rejected the hijackers’ demands.
The Kuwait News Agency
reported that the government
sent a letter to Iranian Prime
Minister Hussein Musavi praising Iran’s efforts to end the
hijacking but opposing any
moves to allow the plane to
leave.
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Elassil
Services
Handyman
Negotiable rates: will do all
kinds
of
work.
ie:
housecleaning, carwash,
gardening, escort, cooking,
etc. Call Din0 628-9405.
Available early in morning and
late at night.

Bollo’s DJ Service
Offering the latest in sound
technology - 400warn of fun.
Newly integrated compact disk
system. Flexible rates. Flexible
hours. Plan ahead now,
discounts are available for
advanced reservations and
multiple bookings. Call Bollo
at 628-4291

Rof. Word Processing

-

Services located in
Somerville
Will type reports, theses and
resumes. Rates - $2.50 d.s.,
$3.50 S.S. Revisions adjusted
accordingly. Call C W S and ask
for Teny/Kim at 623-5621 or
Kim at 776-3992.

‘@ping Service
Theses, manuscripts, term
papers, reports, resumes,
cover letters, personalized
letters, envelopes, and general
typing. Quick service and
reasonable rates. Call Pat at
492-2744.

Superior Quality
Word Processing
Technic&Non-technid. IBM
PC, letter-quality laser
printing. Papers, theses,
resumes, letters. Davis Sq.
location. For rates and
prompt,
reliable,
GUARANTEED service, call
Stuart Stephens, 628-6547.

The Music Man
Profesional Disc Jockey
Service. You deserve the best
at your party. Seen on Bcston’s
Best Cruise all summer long.
Reasonable prices; Call Marc
Abend at 327-8750
Laser-typeset resumes
$15; papers only $2.25 per
page. Free on-campus delivery
and quick turnaround.
GENERIC Word Processing
Service - 246-3700. Qualit1
word processing at n
GENERIC price.
’&pe Tech Word Processing

Service - serving the Tufts
community for four years.
Theses, resumes, letters,
letter-quality. $16.00hr., 6-8
double-spacedpages per hour
(depending
upon
handwriting). Call Rochelle at
396-3723
for
further
information.
Macintosh Laser Printing
Use our Macintoshes, lBMs
and laser printers for your
resumes, coverletters, and
papers. Use our computers by
the hour or just print from
your own disk. Our helpful
staff gets you going hst. Laser
Designs, 1430 Massachusetts
Avenue, 2nd floor, Harvard
Square, (617) 868-0222.
The Processed Word
Professional
word
processingltyping service
offering: resumes, cover
letters, laser printing, tape
uanscription, reports, theses,
and dissertations. Notary
Public. FREE on campus
pick-up and delivery.
Reasonable rates. For prompt
and accurate service, CALL
JANICE 395-0004.

Wordprocessingrning
As You Like It
Wordperfect,
Foreign
Languages, Rush, more
$2.25 a page. Free Pick-up and
Delivery
Call 628-47 11. Alpha Media
Services.
Vacation Alternatives!!
Coed bicycle tours-Colorado
Rockies, Spring, Summer,
1988. Meet students from
acmss the US! Whitewater
rafting, jeeping, food and
lodging included. Plus
complete van support. for your
baggage - you ride carefree.
College Cycle Tours (313)
357-1370
June’s Typing Service
Thesis Reports - Resumes
Coverletters - Legal Briefs
Memos - Correspondence.
321-7293.

-

-

Professional Term Papers
HOWwould you like your term
paper to look Professional?
‘Done on state of art word
processing equipment
*Printed on laser printer
*$3.00 per page. For more
info, call Dalene Games at
391-1543 after 500 pm

Word Processing
pping Services. Resumes and
cover letters, reports,
correspondence, etc. - all
professionally done at
reasonable rates. BA in
English - proof reading
assistance available. Call
Nancy at 666-4266.
Green Cab Medford
396-4040. Clean, Courteous,
Reliable Service. Reservations
accepted. A Personal Touch.
396-4040.

Laser Sound
Presents the $99 DJ SPECIAL
Dance to a wide variety of pop,
rock, and progressive cuts
(most from compact disc).
Prices for standard 9PM-IAM
on-campusevents: $99 for DJ,
$35 for sound equipment, $30
for optional timed lighting
show. To have the best
entertainment at your next
party, contact Jim &ate at
776-6473 01 ~2952.
Word
Processing
Processing
CMTWord
Services will enter your
documents through our IBM
computer, print text out letter
quality. Free on-campus
delivery. 24-hour service
available. $1.80/ss and
$1.5O/ds. Call Cheranydmeat
628-5439 or 776-6004.
Nutrition Counseling
Professional Nutritionist
specializing in treatment of
eating disorders and weight
managemant:
anorexia,
bulimia,
compulsive
overeating,weight loss, weight
gain. Back Bay Boston. near
Copley Square. 262-71 11.

It Takes All lppes
(TM) Typgetting and design
you can afford. Laserprinted
resume with IO quality copies
from $17.99 (until 4/20).
Attractive thew, invitations,
and fliers at the most
reasonable rates! Impmve your
professionalimage and get the
edge,on your competition. Call
anytune 623-5404.
Discover the Tranquil
Stability of Inner M e r 81
Peace. The B.K. Wia Yoga
Meditation Center offers a
series of classes that enables
you to develop a peaceful 81
alert state of mind. Without
charge. 734-1464.

Overseas Motors
Auto repair at ITS BEST at
OVERSEAS MOTORS, just
minutes from campus of€
Boston Ave. in W. Medford.
AAA approved Auto Repair.
Prepurchase inspections,
Mass. State Inspections,
diagnostichmport specialists,
tuneups, oil changes, brakes,
tires, and alignment. Collision
work, glass replacement,
Chapman locks, security,
stereo installations and
insurance
work.
Call
488-3800.
Qping Service
Professionally typed papers,
theses, applicatons, resumes,
GraduateIFaculty projects,
tape transcription, etc. on
IBM. Ten years typing for
Tufts students. Reasonable
Rates. Five minutes From
Tufts. Call 395-5921. Ask for
Fran. .
Word Processing
Harvard Square
661-2622
Emergency service. Typing,
desktop publishing, laser
printers. Student papers,
resumes, letters, and more.
VisaIMastercard accepted.
Bette James & Aisociates 1430
Mass Ave. (over CVS).

Eating meat is
more dangerous
to your health than smoking.
Join the Great American
Meatout, March 20th.
Vegetarian food, exhibits, and
information available March
16-17, 12 pm-2 pm., Boston
Common, Park and Tremont
Streets. CEASE: 628-9030.

Word Processing
643-3212. Thesis (Turabh
style) term p a p and type-x’
look resumes. Qualitywork Or
timely basis. Using word
perfect & wordstar. YOU P
disk. HP laserjet printer.
Notary
public.

The Bud Rep
Have that spring barbeque or
bash this weekend. Anheuser
Busch Keg beer, cold plates,
taps, ice, cups and snacks. Call
today for fast delivery.
625-4177.

Housing
Three girls looking for
apartment to sublet in Spring
89.We can pay up to $300 01
$325 including utilities. Plea=
call Pam and Sandy at
776-0251 or Ellen at 623-7538.
Need Housing for 88-89?
We need one guy to fd OUI
apt. First floor of 3 Capen
Great location. For details cal
Danny 628-0424 or Ben:
666-5202.
1 Female Wanted
To share great 3-b.mm ap
with 2 female seniors-to-be
Rent f255lmo. (heat includ
ed!) 10 min. walk to Mem
Steps. WasherDryer in base
ment. Porch. Call 395-6219
Pref before 10pm. Subletteds
needed as well.

**Summer and/or Spring ’8‘
Sublet Available”
Beautiful 5 bedroom apt (w
optional double). 2 flrs, wall ti
wall carpet, big kitchen
sundeck, 2 bathmoms, c l w u
campus and very inexpensive
2-4 bedmms available s u m
mer; whole thing availabll
detaild
625-5024 o
623-4664
Spring ’89.
forCall
Nice 5 Bedroom Apartmen
on 2nd and 3rd floor of house
5 minute walk to campus. ;
bathrooms, washer, dryer
dishwasher. Landlord lives 01
1st floor. Looking for 5 quie
women. $1600 a month rent

RESTAURANT
The only Chinese Restaurant within walking
distance of Tufts featuring an authentic
Mandarin-style dining room

We specialize in hosting “dinners” for
some of Tufts biggest and best
organizations.
@-4 84
I
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1295 Bioarlwny

Sotnervillr, Mass. 02144

FOR ORDERS TO DELIVER
OR
TAKE OUT SERVICE
Please Call

Tel: 628-9220 or 628-9224
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PLANTS

continued from page 7
Ellmore feels chat the
sterotypical “throat” and the
pettiness one asswates with it
simply illustrates what happens when a student takes his
or her academic pursuits to an
extreme in what remains an
essentially worthwhile system.
When not being pursued by
biology students disputing exam questions, professor
Ellmore enjoys life in the canoe
where he spends most of his
weekends. “I was driving
home, actually, one day a few
years ago and I saw some people paddling by on a canoe on
th Mystic River and I though,
“My God, yes! h e always loved canoes. The sweeping
shape of it. The fact that it’s
a simple boat. You can pick it
up, put it on your car and you
can go.”
Not one to enjoy spending
inordinate amounts of time
taking meticulous care of his
craft and lessening the amount
of time spent in the water,
Ellmore enjoys a sturdy canoe.
“You see lawyers and doctors
down on the Boston docks.
They never take their boats
out. They’re afraid to sail.
They’re on the boat. They

have parties in the dock. They
never take that $200,000 boat
out because they would be at
the mercy of the elements and
their own skill, or lack of it,
when it comes to sailing.
“But with canoeing it’s just
you, or the two of you in the
boat, and you can steer it on
a dime. It’s very easy. Just
float, throw the thing on roof
racks and drive off.”
Professor Ellmore enjoys a
good swim perhaps more than
the average faculty member.
He logs an hour and a half in
the .pool every other dya,
knocking off almost 4000
yards in each session. “I know
that that pool is there and it
stops you from crawling the
walls after two or three days.
You abuse yourself so much in
a good physical workout that
the work day can’t possibly exhaust you that much. The
vigor with which Ellmore approaches his swimming
workouts has its negative
aspects as well. “‘I know I
meet a lot of students down
there that probably think I’m
cranky. You know, you have 15
seconds of rest and you shoot
off for another hundred yard
swim. And people say ‘Hi
Doctor Ellmore, can I talk to
you about the exam,’ and I say

ONVENIENCE STORE

THE BIG MYTHS
)HILLSIDE IS MORE CONVIENENT THAN AFTERHOURS

2)HILLSIDE IS CHEAPER THAN
AFTERHOURS

‘NO.’
“You’re underwater and
you’re cruising. You don’t
have time to talk to them, so
I don’t make too many friends
in the pool.” Ellmore finds
that the demands of his job do
not allow him time to pursue
other hobbies or interests. “If
you Tufts students weren’t so
demanding we could have
more time for leisure activities.
Between teaching commitments, your writing commitments and grant applications there just isn’t that
time.’’
Turning one’s back on the
plants on Ellmore’s window
sill does not seem smart. Their
vines might easily seize the
moment and wrap themselves
first around the ankles then
work themselves up to the
neck and tighten their grip.
“I have left these things just
sit here, no water, zippo, for
nine months and what happens is the top will die, but
that’s expendable. The bottom
just sits and waits for better

POSITIVE

continued from page 7
notes that most of the time,
students are in a state of panic
and don’t realize that they are
thinking this way until
somebody points it out to
them.
He also noted that most people who suffer from stressrelated pains (backaches,
headaches and musde tension)
are college students, and
wasn’t shy about handing out
a small stress chart with the
necessary
dosages
of
NUPRIN, the sponsors of the
lecture, to help those with
problems.
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PREVIEW continuedfrom page

12

Men’s Lacrosse (1-1): After receiving a 13-7 loss at the hands
of Amherst Wednesday afternoon, the Jumbos will try to regroup on Saturday, as they travel to Hartford to take on the Bantams of Trinity. Last year, the Jumbos won a 10-9 overtime victory on the Oval when Chris Shanley scored off the opening
faceoff. Although Trinity was only 1-3 at the time last year, they
proved to be a pesky opponent, and the Jumbos expect no less
this time around,
Jumbo coach Ed Gaudiano was unavailable for comment yesterday.

BUDGET
continued from page 1

calls for a review of the mandatory 10 percent allocation
of Arts and Sciences revenue
to Central Administration.
The proposed resolution
also recommends that PeterPaul be informed in “a timely
manner” of any long-range
planning that would affect the
Arts and Sciences budget, including information about
projects outside Arts and
Sciences if those projects
could incur a “substantial
debt.’’
Another recommendation
requests that as much a part
as possible of Arts and Sciences surpluses be spent within
Arts and Sciences, and that
discussion about the allocation be discussed with Peter
Paul in “a timely fashion. ”
Also, i h e Arts and Sciences
representative to the
Trustee’s Administration and
Finance Committee should be
a member of Peter-Paul, the
proposed resolution states.
AAUP President Professor
Seymour Bellin said that the
AAUP was DroDosina the

resolution because it was concerned with the role of the faculty in the budgetary process
as well as with faculty salaries.
Last month, the AAUP
sent a letter to the administration and several trustees asking for Tufts professors salaries to be raised. The AAUP
said that many faculty salaries
were either at or below the
standard of living for the Boston area. The administration
questioned some of the figures the AAUP used in their
calculations.
Bellin said that he was expecting either action or a response from the administration if the resolution was past.
AAUP members have been
meeting recently with Academic Vice President Robert
I. Rotberg over the salary issue.
Luria said that she did not
know how the faculty would
respond to the proposal, but
said that it was received
favorably by the AAUP.
“The AAUP is a very good
cross-section of the faculty,”
she added.

/ THE PLEASURE OF FINDING THINGS OUT
NOVA: A videotape interview with

Richard Feynman

IF YOU BELIEVE THIS, THEA
YOU HAVE NEVER BEEN TO

afterhours
PROVE IT TO YOURSELF
WE DARE YOU!!!

af terhours

I

I

the late Nobel Laureate in Physics
author of “Surely You’re Joking Mr. Feynman”
Friday Apr.8
3:OOPM
Anderson 206

For scientists everywhere, Feynman’s recent death was a great loss. This man was
probably the most imaginative and influential physicist since WWII. His casual manner,
pragmatic style and distrust of authority and ceremony were his hallmarks. His
contributions to our understanding of everything from the quantum version of
electrodynamicsto the causes of the space shuttle disaster are unequaled. Furthermore
he was a great teacher whose penchant for just the right hdmey example made the most
arcane concept intelligible. In this remarkable 60-minute interview Feynman sits back
and talks about his life, his involvement in the Atomic bomb project, the sources of
his inspiration and his science.
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FOLTCE

continued from page 5
March 31
Tufts Police and Medford
firefighters responded to a
brushfire that broke out
around the Little League
baseball field at Alumni
Field. Shrubs and weeds were
burned, but there was no damage to the baseball field or
nearby structures.
At 11 p.m. a Lewis Hall
resident visiting Theta Chi
reported that a blue 1985 Dodge Charger pulled up to the
house and a male passenger
got out, yelling something,
and threw a brick at the
house. The male got back in
the car, which then left. Tufts
Police sighted the car on
Powderhouse Blvd. and pulled it over. The Lewis Hall
resident was brought to identify the driver.
He was identified by the resident as the person who
threw the rock. However,
police did not make an arrest
because there were no injuries
and the Theta Chi house was
not damaged.
April 1
For the second time in
two weeks, the dollar bill validator and the coin mechanism in a vending machine in
Wilson House were damaged
when what is believed to be
grape juice was poured into
them. So far, damage to the

Housing
Summer Housing ’88
4 bedrooms, 1 huge living and
spacious kitchen, great house,
great location, only one block
from campus. call if interested
666-5374 or 776-6766.
- Summer Housing
1 large furnished bedroom
’ available in a spacious fiunished 4 bedroom apartment.
Modern
kitchen,
151
bathrooms, porch, cable tv. 3
great roommates. Conwell Ave.
5 min walk to Campus.
$225/mo. Call Tim 623-5323.
Room Available
Rent-free in lovely West Medford home in exchange for
child carehousework (12
hours/week for 4 yr. old girl).
Flexible schedule. Fewer
hours avail. On budtrain line.
1.5 miles from Tufts. Call
396-7005 before 9 pm.
Need Spring ’89 Housing?
3-4 bedrooms for females,
beautiful 2 story house, excellent location, washeddryer,
large kitchen, living room,
dining room - CALL NOW.
625-0355. Leave a message.
Super Sublet
Fully furnished, really
beautiful apt. Must see!
$250/mo. includes all utils. except phone. Subletters must be
very responsible and clean.
Security deposit required. 3
rooms avail. Call Ian at
628-3422.
Summer Sublet
.
5-&drooms Available in.luxurious abode near Ball Square.
Make us an offer; we*re
reasonable, Call 666-5214 and
ask for Doug or Pete.
Great Summer Housing
3 b d m . 9 furnished, 1st floor,
convenient location on ConWell, backyard, porch, huge
kitchen, $260/month per person plus utilities. M or F nonsmokers.Call Donna or Jackie
628-7570 or Sandi 623-8672.

-

machine has totaled $1,100.
A representative from Viking Vending, which owns the
machine, has requested to
meet with Associate Dean of
Students Bruce Reitman
about the problem.
At 10:45 a.m. a female resident of 12 Dearborn Rd.
reported that the glass in the
front door of the house was
shattered during the night.
* A Tufts staff member reported that the front windshield of her car, which was
parked by the fence in Fletcher parking lot, was cracked
when she returned to the lot
at 5 p.m. Tufts Police believe
that it was cracked by a baseball hit from Fletcher Field.
April 2
A Tufts female living offcampus in Somerville reported that she was being harassed by a male Tufts student
with telephone calls and letters.
A vending machine in Latin Way’s F tower was vandalized, with the candy stolen
but the change box untouched.
At 12:lO a.m. a female
Lewis Hall resident reported
that she was harassed by three
males as she passed by the
International House. She said
that they attempted to convince her to help them enter a
party at the International

**Summer Sublet***
3 spacious bdrms in an aPflment with a large living rm, 2
large dining mls, 2 fully
equipped kitchens, 2 full
bathrms, open and ClOsed-in
decks, driveway, garaPe. Only
2 blks from Campus and in
great condition!!! If interested
fall Rich or Mike at 628-4463.
***Summer and/or FaU ‘88
Sublet*’*
1 bdrm in an apartment with

a large living rm, 2 large dining rms,2 fully equipped kitchens, 2 full bathrooms, open
and closed-in decks, driveway,
garage. Only 2 blks from campus, In great condition. If interested call Scott at 628-4047.
Apt. Mate Wanted
M/F wanted to share 4
bedroom apt. with ’hfts alums
(2M&IF). 5 min. walk to
center of campus; 8 min,. to
Davis T Station; 3 min. to
Teele Square: Should be neat,
but not manic; mature, but
not dull; independent, but not
aloof. Good relations with
landlord. Driveway Parking.
Some furniture included.
Move in 6/1 (or possibly as
soon as dorms close). $200/mo
& util. Call Gerrit, Guy, &onda, 623-5137.
Summer Sublet
As close to campus as you can
get without being on campus:
Powderhouse Blvd, 3 spaces
available in beautiful apartm e n t ( 4 , dimming lights,
bay window...) Call Marc at
628-9511
Summer Sublet
Located on Powderhouse,
right down from Lewis Hall.
Only $230 including utilities.
1 room available - female,
non-smoker, please. Call
Stephanie at 628-6156.
Gbing away
Fall Semester ’88?
3 Females looking for fall
semester sublet. Call Shari at
628-8026 or Sarah and Cathy
at 666-5365
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House. She described them as
generally obnoxious and said
that one tried to put his arm
around her.
She said they asked her to
go to one of their parties. She
refused and asked an International House resident to call
the police.
Police arrived, but the
three men had fled in a silver
1986 Cadillac Seville, with
Massachusetts license plates
numbered 319-NAD.
The Department of Motor
Vehicles has no record of the
plates. Police said that the
suffw NAD is a new series so
the DMV probably does not
have it listed in its computer
system yet.
April 3
A nurse at the Hooper Infirmary reported that three
youths in a car pulled up in
front of the building and
gathered around the car
trunk, apparently looking for
tools. One youth, later identified as Robert Young of 33
Century St. in Somerville, allegedly went to a red Toyota
parked nearby with a “slim
jim,” a device used to open
locked car doors. He started
the car and left.
Two Tufts police crusiers
responded to the call. One car
followed the red Toyota,
which crashed into a tree at
the intersection of Packard

One bdrm available in a four
bdrm apunt. kitchen, bath living room, library, off s-t
parking, m blocks from campus. A d . May-AUg. $225 MO
plus utils. Call Christine at
395-6009.
Female Roommate Wanted!!
to share a SUMY, spacious apt.
within walking distance to
Tufts, Davis and Porter Sq.
Private bedroom located
upstain-washer-dryer-$200
includes utilities. Available
April 15. Call now. 625-4241
Evenings.
Housing
3 rms a d a b l e io 4 bdrm apt.
Located on powderhouse Blvd.
near Square. Big Apartment,
Ideal location $250/mo. Call
Eric 628-6323.
Summer Sublet
2 large rooms available in fully furnished apartment. Ideal
location: 100 Powderhouse
Blvd. directly acms from
Haskell Hall. Large dining
room, kitchen, living room,
June-August, $230 plus gas
oer month. Call Anders at
$25.1759.
Wanted: 2 Bdrm Apt.
Loking for spac. apt. near
Davis or Porter for $650-700.
We wlll pay $250 finders fee.
Call 266-2721.
Interested in living
in the best 3-bedroom apartmenion Conwell Ave? Third
floor. Looks better than the
Hilton. One bedroom
available. Mor F non-smoker.
Must be neat. $325 per month
plus utilities. Definitely worth
it. Call Ian at 628-3422.
Free room and board
in exchange for 15-20 hours
per week of babysitting, light
household chores, cleaning or
cooking in private homes convenient to Tufts. Call now for
FALL placement. The Student Housing Exchange,
227-6420.
Large 5 bedroom apartment
4 minute walk to campus, 2
bathrooms, $1600 a month
rent. call Darcy 395-7272.

Ave. and Powderhouse Blvd.
The youth fled the scene but
was apprehended by police
who found him hiding in
nearby bushes. He was arrested and charged with driving while intoxicated, larceny, conspiracy to commit
larceny, and driving without
a license.
The two others were arrested outside Hooper Infirmary and charged with larceny and conspiracy to commit larceny.
At 11:30 a.m. the rear
window of a red Volkswagen
Jetta owned by a male Hillside resident was smashed
with a large barrel. The frame
of the car was also damaged.
April 4
At 9:20 p.m. the female
student living off-campus
who reported that she was being harassed called Tufts
Police, telling them that her
alleged harasser was outside
her house. Police arrived at
the house and asked the student to leave, advising him
not to bother the resident
anymore.
Police said that they will respond to calls by students living off- campus.
A black female Tufts student reported what Tufts
Police are considering a racial
attack that allegedy occured
on March 28 near the Davis
Square T-stop. When she and
three friends crossed an inter-

Goddad Chapel
fiesenfed by the Officeofthe
Academic Vice President
Co-sponsored by the Exp e r b e n d College and the
University Chaplaincy.
Bumwd?
If you were bumped from a
plane this Spring and given a
free round triu ticket - I will
buy it. Cail Charlie at
628-6244.
Parlez-VousFrancais?
The Peace Corn has challenging positions &rseas availab‘e
for French majors and minors.
While gaining experience and
bolstering your resume, you
will help people in developing
countries. Programs exist in
education, agriculture, health
and other community develop
ment projects. (Students
graduating with other majors
may also qual&.) Information:
call collect 617-565-5555 ext.
>/>.
Immediate PT Jobs
needed to guide small groups
of school children through
Beacon Hill on “Make Way for
Ducklings” field trips. We’ll
train. Tours last 1 1/4 hours.
$9.50/tour. Call Connson
Chou or Joyce Stevens at
Historic Neighborhood Foundation, 426-1885.
Wanted
Summer Parents Helper (MayAugust) Somerville couple
looking for a competent,
responsible, caring person to
work part time caring for a 4
vr. old and a newborn in exihange for salary, room, and
hnard. Call after 6 0 0 om.
666:4195.
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Travel Camp Staff:
Explore national parks and
major cities throughout the
United States and Canada on
a C ~ country
S
camnine
. -experience with teenagers.
Counselorsand fnod manaeer
positions available. Pmpecbve
sclff must be 21, have excellent
interpersonal skills,and prior
experience with youth. North
American Trails. 302 Rutland
Street, Carlisle,’ MA 01741.
617-371-2566.
~

I

Part-time, Experienced only. 5
dinners and shopping for 60
female students. 566-4068.
PM only.
If you love kids
and they love you and you have
excellent references, at least 10
daytimedweek available, and
want to earn $5-7/hr. babysitting, Parents in a Pinch has the
perfect part-time/full-timejob
for you! Call Toy at 739-5437.
Wanted
Acoustic guitar.
Do you have an old guitar sitting around? I’d like to buy it.
Call b r e n e at 395-5094.
Work with chiidren!
Come to an informationalsession Monday, April 4th 6-7pm
at the Mayer Campus Center,
Schwanz Room, 2nd floor,
sponsored by Cambridge
Family & Children’s Service.
Work flexible part time hours
with young people with special
needs who live at borne! Get
well paid and do something
meaningful with your time!
S i b UP at the Student
Employment Office.

Courses, Cooking, Filmmaking, Camp Drivers (21 or
over). Season: 6124-8/20, Call
1-800-533-CAMP
(215-887-9700 in PA) or write:
407 Benson East, Jenkinmn,
PA, 19046.
Earn $480 plus weekly.
Industrial project, Incentives,
Bonus offer. Work at home.
Rush stamped, self-addressed
envelope to United Service of
America 24307 Magic Mtn
Parkway Suite 306 Valencia,
CA 91355.
If you’re an unattached
female,
for.
I’m the
I like
guy you’re
semi-formal
looking

j

1

-perience necessary.
9am5pm. (617) 396-8208. MI.
Federico.
Pen pals desperately wanted
I am serving a life sentence
here at Florida State Prison. I
have no friends or family and
am seeking contact with the
outside world via correspondence. Steve Punier
032951 PO Box 747, N-24-17
Starke, FL 32091.
Camp Counselors!
Come work for an accredited,
3-camp organization in the
Ppsitions are
Poconos
Mountains
availableof
in TenPA.
nis, Archery, Waterfront
(WSI), Dramatics, Office Administration, Computers,
Radio, Arts & Crafts, Nature,
Athletics,
Jewelry,
ing,
Photography,
AdventureIChallenge
Dance, Wrestl-

Chef
__..

___

2-3 spaces available in apt. 1
blwk from campus 5 min
walk to Davis or Teele. Lease
June-Dec. ‘88 wlpossible to
renew for Spring. Around
$25O/mo. Call Steuhanie
628-5268.

section, a white male in a
passing car reportedly yelled,
“Get out of the way, spick.”
As he passed by, he allegedly
yelled out other racial epithets.
The student began to record the car’s license plate
number when the driver reportedly stopped the car and
got out. He allegedly called
her a “nigger” several times
and reportedly threatened to
beat .her with the lacrosse
stick she was carrying. The
student and her friends walked away and the driver left
also.
‘Tufts Police have consulted
with the Somerville Police
Department and will investigate the case further if
the student wants them to
prosecute it. Police are still
trying to contact the student.
The student obtained the
car’s license plate number.
The car is registered with
P.V. Holding Company in
East Boston. No number for
the company is listed with information. Police believe that
the company may have a
franchise with a national car
rental f m .
A Hill Hall resident reported that her bookbag, with
her car keys, room keys, and
books in it, was taken from
outside Carmichael Dining
Hall, where she had left it
when she went to breakfast.
- Compiled by Chris Ball

n

moonlight cruises, d.j.’s, cash
bars, dancing and hors
d’oeuvre (especially at only $9
a person). If you want fun and
romance, let me know. Guess
what? We have the answer!
April 22, from 8-11 pm, Miller
Hall & IDC are sponsoring a
cruise from Long Warf on the
Frederick Nolan. For more information call b r a 628-9016
or Betsv 628~0638.
~~...
~
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